Chapter 2
Wine

“At the table everyone ate what he pleased and as he pleased, but God forbid he should
cheat and omit the required glass. That the Leader did not like. The democracy of food
at his table was balanced by the despotism of drink”

-- Fazil Iskander, Belshazzar’s Feasts, from the novel Sandro of Chegem, p. 178

Graves and tables. One can learn a lot about the society of the living by the way they
relate to their dead. The dead don’t have their own private ambitions, aims and desires,
so we can arrange their bodies and remember their lives in a way that best suits the living.
This is particularly true both in rituals that relate to the dead and also monumental
remembrances of the dead, such as graveyards, both in terms of the individual structure
of a single grave, as well as the disposition of graves in relation to each other and the
location of graveyards as a whole. Orthodox graveyards differ from other graveyards, for
example Muslim graveyards, in that the dead person is usually represented in a picture on
the gravestone, the picture in turn derived in some way from a photograph. One is
instantly minded, viewing an Orthodox graveyard, that Orthodox churches involve acts of
veneration of slightly different, highly stylized, portraits of saints, called khati (icons).
Just as the dead are made present in a graveyard by gravestones bearing their likenesses,
in a similar manner saints are made present through (stylistically quite different)
likenesses. The practices of veneration of icons and portraits of the dead, too, are similar,
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a gravestone may be accompanied by a small metal box in which candles are burned, in a
manner similar to the way candles are burned for icons. These practices are similar, but
not identical, but they clearly establish suggestive parallelisms that demarcate Orthodox
practices of piety from those of others, Georgian Muslims, for example, who typically do
not have pictures on gravestones.
The first thing one notices, though, when approaching a Georgian Orthodox
graveyard, are the tables. There are tables everywhere, sometimes with little benches and
seats attached. Sometimes a little table, enough for one or two people, is built into the
grave enclosure, sometimes a larger table is built nearby, in the space between graves,
sometimes several gravesites will share tables between them. The size of the tables,
their quality, indexes a number of things, wealth, but also, the number of people who
might be expected to use them.
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Figure 1: Typical Orthodox Graves, Z.M.K. (Zemk’a) Graveyard, Tbilisi

Given all the tables, one might easily mistake a Georgian graveyard for a picnic
site. The mistake wouldn’t be so far off. The tables are not ‘symbolic’, they are
practical, these are real tables intended to be used. Georgian rituals involve a large
number of events relating to remembering the dead, and each of these rituals involves
drinking toasts to the dead in a traditional ritual called a supra (meaning ‘table cloth’,
originally laid directly on the ground, but now laid upon a table). And to drink together,
one must sit together at a common table from which this ritual takes its name. Just as
Georgian Muslims normatively do not drink, they do not build tables next to graves. But
the Orthodox must drink to remember their dead, and to do this they need somewhere to
sit nearby. In fact, virtually every Georgian ritual takes the form of a supra, not just those
honoring the dead, a feast involving sitting and drinking wine. The supra is an
omnipresent element of Georgian ritual life, all rituals, it seems, are supras. And for this
reason, the omnipresence of this ritual, the supra, in Georgian life is nowhere better
displayed than the way it is built into the architecture of Georgian graveyards. The
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Georgian graveyard expresses a certain kind of ‘architecture of sociability’ (Ellis 2008),
in this case, the sociability between the living and the dead.
If Georgian graveyards are characterized by their infrastructural provision for this
ritual of drinking together, the supra, it is equally true that nothing is more characteristic
of Georgians in general as this ritual. Comportment at the supra is likely the first thing a
foreigner will need to learn to function in Georgian society, and no foreigner will escape
a visit to Georgia without encountering a supra. It is ubiquitous, and distinctive, it is
easily recognizable from afar. This is so much the case that any image of Georgians (and
more generally, other Transcaucasian Christian groups that participate in this ritual) that
wishes to represent them in their cultural distinctiveness, qua Georgians, will usually
represent them as seated at a supra.
For example, in this cartoon from the turn of the century, a commentary on the dire
problems resulting from the lack of available seats on the Transcaucasian railroad shows
how this lack of available seating forces passengers to ride on the roof. But to show that
these are Georgians or other Transcaucasian populations who share this ritual riding on
the roof, the cartoonist shows them passing their voyage in the most typically and
distinctively Georgian pastime imaginable, seated at a supra (with a table cloth, the literal
‘supra’, spread, and with the accompaniment of musicians, drinking wine, eating food
and dancing, none of which could easily be achieved on the roof of a real train in
motion):
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Figure 2: “Trains on the TransCaucasian Railway. Because of lack of spaces they
frequently are on the roofs of wagons”

The cartoon is not about the Georgian supra in any way, shape or form, but it uses
the supra as a convenient image to identify the train, the passengers, the locality in
general as being a Georgian or Transcaucasian one. The supra is a convenient
stereotypic visual idiom that can be used to represent Georgianness, because of its
ubiquity and easy recognizability, but also, because of its qualities as a ritual that make
discourse about life in Georgian intimately connected to discourse about the ritual idiom,
the supra. And within this ritual, a certain kind of drink, wine, plays a central role, for
one can scarcely have a supra without large quantities of wine (in the cartoon, the
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wineskin made from the skin of a small animal is balanced on the roof of the train), and
one cannot really drink wine without falling into the ritual idiom of the supra. Wine,
therefore, the supra, and enactments of stereotypic Georgianess are all inter-related.
Therefore, in this chapter I will be using a lot of cartoons, then, as a way of looking
at ritual, criticisms of ritual, and representations of Georgian everyday life. Ritual and
cartoons are both stereotyping genres, both magnify the minor differences latent in
everyday life. But they differentiate themselves from the everyday in opposite aesthetic
and epistemic directions: the cartoon banalizes, materializes, makes grotesque; the ritual
elevates, idealizes, creates models and paragons. It follows that we will find out very
different things about rituals if we look at how they are satirized in cartoons than we
would from merely attending to supras as actual rituals ethnographically using participant
observation. While cartoons and rituals share a tendency to stereotypy with respect to the
often messier categories of everyday life, still cartoons and rituals are opposed to each
other on another epistemic axis: cartoon stereotypy takes the supra and reduces it to the
grotesque material banalities of everyday life, the supra instead seeks to idealize
everyday life and elevate it, idealize it, satire and criticism is as alien to the supra as
maudlin sentimentality and pious homilies are alien to the cartoon. By taking these
opposed genres together, looking at ritual through the lens of cartoons, we add a missing
dimension to an otherwise idealized version of everyday life represented by the supra.
One might object that cartoons are a strange choice, surely ethnographic observation
would do the same, but even my Georgian friends will point out to me that a supra that
has a foreign guest is different, more idealizing, than a supra with just Georgians.
Carttons represent a kind of ‘cultural intimacy’ (Herzfeld 1997): The private jokes shared
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between Georgians (and not with outsiders) about the supra, jokes which cannot be
uttered at a supra, become visible in cartoons (for a similar methodological use of
cartoons to explore Russian blat (informal influence networks) that inspired this study see
Ledeneva 1998, Ledeneva et al. 2000).
But we must also remember that these cartoons are primarily from a Socialist state
organ, the satire/humor magazine Niangi (‘Crocodile’, a magazine with an equivalent
with perhaps a different animal mascot and different local content in each union
republic), and that often the satire is on state-directed themes with state-directed lessons.
In fact, often a pious socialist homily can be found floating somewhere around a cartoon
that explains in so many words its social activist implications. But even as I add that
caveat, we must also remember that the Soviet State, often presented in popular discourse
as an inscrutable alien entity, opposed at every point to ‘the people’, was a leviathan
whose body (and mind) was made up of soviet people, and many aspects of state
discourse represented an actually existing pole of opinion on any given issue. It doesn’t
matter (and there is no way of knowing in principle, especially now) how ‘representative’
any of these opinions were at the time, the point is that they were thinkable, enunciable,
and once enunciated, recognizable even by those who rejected those positions (as I have
verified time and again by showing these cartoons to Georgians). We must, of course,
resist taking socialist state representations at face value (and most resist apologetics based
in a discourse of nostalgia as well), but even more pernicious for scholarship has been the
opposed position located in extraterritorial diasporas and Western and dissident scholarly
groupings, and more recently, in the scholarship on post-socialism dominated by these
groups, that all socialist state representations are a tissue of lies masking an unrelieved
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and continuous human suffering. But what I primarily want to address in this chapter, the
supra as a fact of quasi-private, quasi-public life, provides precisely a ground in which
relations between the socialist state and the people, public and private life, could be
imagined. By imagining the supra, a series of contested visions of the relation between
public and private life as a relationship between socialist state and national culture under
socialism and post-socialism emerges.
Ritual, politics, everyday life. From the Late Tsarist period to the present, the supra
plays a central role in how Georgians themselves imagine Georgia, its uniqueness, and its
problems. Georgia is thought by its inhabitants to be the cradle of a good many firsts of
civilization, most important being viniculture. Georgia is the land of wine. For all its
aspirations to being a country of carefree celebrants of the gifts of the vine, this country
has suffered both politically and economically since fall of the USSR. Since it declared
independence in 1991, Georgia has suffered one bloody coup, two or more official wars
and many unofficial ones: Georgia is the very model of a ‘failed state’. Even the
somewhat outlandish claims of the ‘Rose Revolution’ have done little to change this in
the eyes of Georgians (Manning 2007a). In general, post-socialist Georgia would seem
to be characterized by a tragic opposition between its fantasies of a happy-go-lucky
(dardimandi) private life, typified by the supra, and the harsh realities of public life.
In both these respects, the private and the public, the every day and the political,
no single aspect of Georgian life and culture has attracted as much attention as the
Georgian feast, or supra. The supra provides an image both distinctive of utopian
Georgian every day life, but also, as I will show, for the dystopian world of Georgian
politics. But what is the supra? Moving from its most material manifestation to its most
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ideal, the supra is a feast, ideally characterized by an extremely abundant display of
traditional foodstuffs; at the same time, the supra is an occasion for ritualized drinking,
involving the consumption of large quantities of wine (an average of one or more liters
per participant); lastly, the drinking of wine at the supra is attended by ritual toasts,
directed by the toastmaster or tamada, in such a way that the ability to consume large
quantities of alcohol and speak eloquently are brought into alignment.
Within broader social contexts, the image of the supra appears to serve as a
shifting bellwether, or model, or janus-faced boundary marker, of imagined relations
between state and society, between private and public life. The final period of socialism
in Georgia, as elsewhere, was characterized by an ‘antipolitics’. As Gal argues, the idea
of ‘antipolitics’ was based on a certain recursive quality to the public-private distinction
under socialism (Gal 2002). The recursiveness of the categories of public and private
under socialism, as elsewhere, Gal argues, is inadequately handled by the analogy of a
‘shifting boundary’ between separate spheres (as they are often imagined at analytic and
folk levels). Much like the distinction between ‘pure’ and ‘impure’ among the Khevsurs,
the public/private distinction is a recursive one, so that the opposition public-private can
in turn be re-applied to public or private spaces (so that, for example, the street is public
with respect to a private home, but within a home, there are in turn spaces that are
relatively public and relatively private) (Gal 2002). As Gal argues, this recursivity has
important consequences for understanding Socialist dissident politics in relation to
categories like public/private, masculine/feminine. In the case of ‘anti-politics’
elsewhere, dissident ‘publics’ under socialism were created within the intimate ‘private’
sphere, a kind of ‘kitchen politics’. Unlike dissident activity created through external
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networks and samizdat publications, which constituted a non-state form of ‘politics’, such
kitchen politics was understood as a kind of ‘anti-politics’, in a manner similar to what
Georgians would later claim about the supra:

A parallel development (in this case tolerated though certainly not encouraged by
the state) was the growth of small dissident political organizations, voluntary
groups of various kinds including samizdat publication ventures. Again, these
were understood by actors as “politics,” and hence public. Once again, the private
was imagined as subdivided, having a public embedded within it. Like production
within the household, which was labeled and discussed under the rubric of the
“second economy,” this kind of politics was heavily theorized by those engaging
in it. They considered this public-inside-the-private as a significant dissident
gesture and famously called it “anti-politics.” For my purposes here the
significant fact about antipolitics was that it created what everyone called public
spaces within the private household. Incidentally, this form of politics was
supported by the labor of women who did the scrubby work of antipolitics. In the
process, they often became invisible as political actors exactly because they were
understood to be in the private part of the private household, not its public part.
(Gal 2002: 88-89)

Part of the Georgian equivalent of ‘antipolitics’ was a tendency to treat the
categories of society, what is usually called in Georgia ‘everyday life’ (Georgian qopa,
cxovreba, qopa-cxovreba, Russian byt), a term that includes ‘everyday life’, ‘daily life’,
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‘domestic life’, and connotations of ethnographically specific ‘way of life’ or ‘lifestyle’
(Buchli 1999: 23), as an unanalyzed moral high ground from which to criticize the
manifest illegitimacy of the Russian, socialist state. Originally a term embedded in the
Tsarist and socialist intelligentsia political imaginary, delineating the very domain of
social transformation, the category of ‘everyday life’ has been absorbed and
dehistoricized in Western European social theory, becoming a theoretical term invested
with a spurious concreteness haunting our social scientific common sense. The
categories of state and society, everywhere overlapping and recursively interpenetrating
in fact, as Gal stresses, were imagined as bounded and opposed entities. And everyday
life was imagined as one of the key battlegrounds, perhaps even more so than the
economy, both a barrier to [‘given conditions’] and the object of creative socialist
revolutionary transformation, the unenlightened past in the way of the bright socialist
future (Trotsky 1973; Buchli 1999):

Daily life [byt], i.e. conditions and customs, are, more than economics, ‘evolved
behind men’s backs,’ in the words of Marx. Conscious creativeness in the
domain of custom and habit occupies but a negligible place in the history of man.
Custom is accumulated from the elemental experience of men; it is transformed in
the same elemental way under the pressure of technical progress or the occasional
stimulus of revolutionary struggle. But in the main, it reflects more of the past of
human society than of its present. (Trotsky 1973: 29)
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In part the importance of everyday life as the ground of late socialist anti-politics
is a legacy of the socialist state’s own ambiguous attitudes towards the world of everyday
life (Buchli 1999), including, in the case of Georgia, its most salient and ethnographically
obvious part, the supra. With collectivization of agriculture and creation of a socialist
planned economy, the state prized a portion of production from everyday life and made it
part of the socialist political economy, everyday life remained as a recalcitrant residuum,
as a private world of consumption, whose specifically Georgian form was the ritual feast
or supra. Under socialism, I will show, particularly in state-sponsored discourse, the
image of the supra was often mobilized as an image of society as opposed to the state, an
image of undesirable aspects of everyday life such as immoderate consumption, obstacles
to production, and political corruption, the colonization of the state bureaucracy with the
personal networks and kinship. However, there was also no question that by the late
1960s, at least, socialist conditions had produced an unprecedented ‘golden age’ of the
supra. Therefore, the image of the supra could also represent the goal of production, the
achievement of a cultured private life of socialist consumption served by technocratic
socialist state production. So far from being a traditional Georgian ritual at every point
opposed to the modernizing socialist state, the supra itself becomes a modern socialist
form through and through.
One might say then that the sacralization of the supra ritual in the post-socialist
and anti-socialist discourse is, in part, merely a mirror image of its role (in the ‘state-eye
view’) under socialism as a shifting boundary marker between public and private life,
between the state and society. In this ‘antipolitics’ discourse, the supra ritual is often
said to have been a compensatory private locus of expression of religious values, of civic
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values, of personal freedoms, of Georgianness, denied a public forum under socialism. In
effect, equivalent to that notoriously vague ‘feel good’ term, ‘civil society’, which
equally eludes definition in post-socialist discourse or anywhere else.
However, as new Westernizing elites have appeared and, like many before them
including the socialist state, sought to place their imprint on Georgian life, the supra
again appears as a holdover, a barricade, to Westernization. Ten years after
independence, this critique of the political from the authentic perspective of every day
life (symbolized by the supra) has been replaced in some circles by the political critique
of everyday life itself, in particular the supra.1 Here the critique of Georgian political
and public life is grounded in a critique of Georgian private ‘everyday life’, especially the
supra. Thus, in post-socialist discourse, the supra could be represented as a form of anticolonial, anti-socialist resistance of an inauthentic public life by an authentic private life,
or, the supra could represent a nefarious private world which systematically undermined
the creation of a progressive and orderly political life modeled on the West. Neither of
these post-socialist mobilizations of the supra are new. In many ways, the shifting,
recursive, opposition between private life and public state life, of ethnographic
particularity and socialist universality, of Georgian intransigence and Western progress,
are all symbolizable by the supra.
What is it about the supra that makes it ‘good to think’? The supra is as
ubiquitous a social form, as it is obligatory. The supra is the single mold into which are
1

‘The current situation of our culture when all is said and done is characterized by the fact that

everydayness has become the object of critique. More attention is paid to phenomena of everyday life
(qopa), such objects, whose serious analysis a decade ago would have been difficult to imagine’
(Shatirishvili 2000: 16).
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poured all secular rituals, all social occasions, formal and informal, celebrations of all
holidays from New Years to Christmas and all life cycle transitions from birth to death.
The ubiquity of the supra more than anything explains why the supra is ‘good to think’ as
an image of Georgian society: the supra is good to think (and challenge, change, or
preserve) as an image of society, because it is seemingly coterminous with Georgian
society, Georgian social life presents itself as an endless series of supras.
In addition, the formal organization of the supra itself as a ritual makes it
extremely visible, memorable, and easy to describe. The supra has all the formal
properties of entextualization that oppose ritual performances to everyday life (such as
conventionality, rigidity, condensation, repetition, redundancy, boundedness [Tambiah
1979]). Entextualization, as I am using it, is a feature of texts and performances that
produce a strong opposition between a text or performance and its context as a welldelineated, bounded, and therefore visible figure from a ground (Bauman 2004). Since
rituals are lavishly overdetermined in structure (entextualized as performances), leaving
nothing to chance, they are the visible tip of the iceberg of otherwise invisible, seen but
unnoticed, ‘imponderables of everyday life’, to use Malinowski’s phrase. In content too,
supras are like most rituals in that they are exemplary moments where the normative
categories of that inform everyday life are performed, rituals are performative in both
senses of the word perform, that is, rituals both portray and do, represent and act upon
everyday life. The supra is a traditionalizing form of discourse, it performatively creates
that which it presupposes to be immutable. Because it is a traditionalizing and yet very
visible aspect of the social, it presents itself as an ideal and idealized reduced model of
the social available for metacommentary on the broader social totality of which it is a
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part. Therefore metacommentary about Georgian ‘society’ tends to use the supra as a
privileged image, both in the post-socialist Georgia of today as well as that of Socialism.
Supra versus ‘Democracy’. In contemporary Georgia, to talk about ‘society’ is to talk
politics, and vice versa. The ghost of socialist paternalism haunts the discourse of
everyday life. Any talk, about any problem, will inevitably come to the same conclusion,
a unified source for all social ailments resides in the government: All ‘social’ problems
have ‘political’ sources, society is always the dependent variable to the political. With
this government, this state, how can things get any better?
In November 2001, I am sitting at a supra, a guest of my neighbors; it’s a birthday
party. One of the guests seated beside me is another neighbor, Tamuna, who has heard
there will be an American guest with whom she can practice her English. After verifying
that her English is as good as she says it is, we talk a bit in our secret code. The
conversation turns to the supra itself and she confides in me that she is not especially
fond of supras. Later, in another conversation, she tells me that she has recently
celebrated her birthday. Remembering that she, like most Georgian women, dislikes
supras, I jokingly ask her what sort of supra she had for her birthday party. She said:
‘We didn’t have a supra, we had a ‘democracy’’. I asked her what a ‘democracy’ was,
and she said in a ‘democracy’ there was no tamada, or toastmaster, to tell people what to
do. Therefore there were no ‘stupid rules’, as she put it, and hence, people just did what
they felt like doing, drank, danced, whatever. She identified this as a ‘European’ mode of
behavior, like a cocktail party.
Why would the opposite of the supra, which, is after all, first and foremost an
event of eating and drinking, be called a ‘democracy’? Why, too, would the fact that it
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was ‘European’, as opposed to Georgian, be valuable? What is it, in the structure of this
ritual, that makes it ‘good to think’ in political terms? What is it about a ritual like the
supra that it can both be used as an image of civil society, of every day life as opposed to
the state, and at the very same time be used as an image of an authoritarian discourse
(Russian, Georgian) opposed to democracy (European)?
In order to answer this question, we need to know some things about the ritual
itself. I will show that, on the one hand, the ritual seems to create an internal political
model, centering on the tamada or toastmaster, that is the very image of a political
autocracy. (Indeed, the Abkhazian writer Fazil Iskander used the image of the supra in his
story and later film Belshazzar’s Feasts as a model of Stalinism, precisely by showing
Stalin at a supra: here the metaphoric resemblance becomes almost a metonymic overlay
of identification). At the same time the thematic progression of toasting creates a model
of the social networks of individuals that under socialism allowed them to navigate this
universe under socialism, a model of everyday life, a model of the relevant others and
kinship categories that inform the ‘second economy’ (Mars and Altman 1983, 1991;
Jgerenaia 2000). When I have described these ‘traditional’ aspects of the ritual (the
scare quotes because they are regarded as being traditional, though it is not clear that any
of them are particularly ancient), I will proceed to show how the newly emerged nonritual of ‘drinking democratically’ as opposed to the supra is a practical implementation
of the emergent political critique of the supra, part of a broader turn to the political
critique of everyday. Following this I will show how this same ‘democratic’ political
critique of the supra emerges from state discourses under socialism, where supra was
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mobilized as an image of society, of ‘everyday life’, in its manifold relations, both
negative and positive, to an encompassing socialist state.
The supra and its others. The supra, as the hegemonic ritual form of alcoholic
consumption in Georgia, organizes all other forms of consumption into a field of different
practices, unified only by the fact that they are not supras. Each such ‘other’ of the supra
is at once the opposite of the supra, and at the same time able to be overwhelmed and
absorbed into the hegemonic ritual form of the supra, which ‘trumps’ all other opposed
non-ritual forms of informal conviviality. In Tbilisi, the capital of the land of the vine,
beer gardens and cafes proliferate, but one searches in vain for wine by the glass (except,
of course, for restaurants that cater to foreigners). This is because wine is a ritual drink,
beer is an informal, non-ritual drink. According to a self-consciously urban custom, one
may toast with beer, but a beer toast is always humorous and always insincere, almost
always political. A beer toast is an instance of what is called socialist ‘Aesopian’
language: What is meant by a toast to beer is always the opposite of what is said. Wine
toasts are always serious, always sincere, never political. ‘Here’s to President
Shevardnadze’, ‘Here’s to President Saakashvili’, drunk to beer, means ‘Down with
President Shevardnadze! Down with President Saakashvili!’ But the humor of this ritual
inversion never lasts long, seldom more than a single ‘anti-toast’ is drunk at such an
‘anti-supra’. However, one cannot necessarily escape the supra even in a beer garden: if
wine cannot be drunk with beer, vodka can be (as nauseating as the practice seems to me
personally), and those who want to overlay a semi-formal recognition of their fellow
beer-drinkers via toasting need only order vodka, and suddenly the occasion is in effect a
supra, and the beer is now merely a chaser, no different from mineral water or soft drinks
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at a proper supra. The frequency with which this happens is, perhaps, an index of the
way that the supra ritual represents a kind of interactional terra firma for many Georgian
men: sociability without ritual underpinnings, and, of course, proper levels of inebriation,
seems to be not a positive thing, but an absence, radically incomplete, and perhaps not a
little awkward. Because drinking wine is obligatory for men (as part of a kind of
‘representative publicness’), but not for women, women will sometimes sit at a table
alongside the table where the men are drinking wine and drink beer, because, after all,
drinking beer is socially inconsequential.
Another such anti-ritual, more common amongst academics and intelligentsia,
bears the French name alapurshet, a cocktail party reception especially associated with
presentations of academic publications (Jgerenaia 2000). Resembling a so-called
‘democracy’, but without its revolutionary aims, the alapurshet is distinguished from
supra first of all by the fact that at a supra one sits at a common table, at an alapurshet
one stands. With this simple stipulation, the entire ritual order of the supra becomes
impossible, for without a group seated at a table, there can be no dictator of the table, no
tamada. In an alapurshet, the ancien regime of the supra is ‘beheaded’. If the
‘democracy’ is a revolutionary innovation of recent years championed by, among others,
young women like Tamuna, then the alapurshet is a ritual patiently endured by men of
the older ‘supra generation’ as part and parcel of the public, alienated realm of work. If
the ‘democracy’ belongs to the realm of freedom, the alapurshet belongs to the kingdom
of necessity. As often as not, the alapurshet is simply created by the lack of money
necessary to have a supra, as one friend ruefully noted to me. But, as with the informal
sociability of beer gardens, the supra is no respecter of other genres, it never rests
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content with the sovereign boundaries of these other genres of behavior. In observed
practice, an alapurshet, an abnormal, unsettled, unhappy compromise genre, constantly
teeters on the boundary of becoming a supra. It begins in corners of the room, where
men gather, standing, in twos and threes, and deliver half-hearted toasts. Finally, a table
is brought in, a tamada is appointed: the revolutionary experiment is over, the alapurshet
is dead, long live the supra!
The ‘democracy’ of drink, adopted by the younger generation, is simply another
anti-supra, a borrowing from the world of work into the world of leisure, from the
kingdom of necessity into the kingdom of freedom. Georgians who might find
themselves at home in an alapurshet would represent a new kind of Georgian, what one
observer has called ‘the reception-purshet Georgian, the subject of the future Georgian
democracy, who have washed away from their brain both supra toasts and sentimental
details from the history of Georgia’ (Jgerenaia 2000: 38). As a structurally opposed form
of anti-supra, the alapurshet does indeed illustrate a utopian model of a very different
Georgia, which is why it has assumed so much importance in the writings of Georgian
civil society theorists (for whom, as intellectuals, it assumes a much more salient role in
everyday practice). However, in real terms, this anti-ritual surely too marginal to serve as
the basis for any future social revolution, the ‘democracy’ (whatever other names it
travels under) of the younger generation appears to be a more direct opponent, since it is
a form chosen willingly. What gives both the alapurshet and the democracy their interest
is that they are rivalrous with the hegemony of the supra, for beer, cocktails, coffee and
softdrinks sidestep the question by drinking fluids other than wine or vodka, non-ritual
drinks, these last two feature non-ritual uses of wine and vodka. However, as we will see
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ahead, much more likely places to find a genre of behavior that is autonomous from the
supra is beer and soft drinks, as we will see ahead.
The moral and material supra. It is a commonplace about feasts since the renaissance
that they mediate opposed spheres of cosmology and social life, uniting talk and
consumption, the moral and material, the spiritual and carnival, the individual and the
social (Jeanneret 1991: 38, Valeri 2001:10). Feasts like the supra are multidimensional
performances, including matters of talk and comportment, drinking, and eating. For the
supra, however, not all of these features are of equal importance, not all are equally
recognized or ritually regulated, not of equal interest to each participant depending on
social or individual factors. The aspects of the supra that are normatively salient for
Georgian men may be of little interest to Georgian women, those that are salient for
Georgians may pass unnoticed by foreigners. And of course, different genres of
representation may produce different images of what aspects of the supra are visible:
visual representations like cartoons, in particular, draw attention to the visible, material
aspects of the supra.
The European writer Alexandre Dumas, for example, in his description of a
Georgian supra, deemed food to be a ‘very minor consideration’ at a supra when
compared to the quantity of drinking, ‘The important thing is how much one can drink.
Even the most moderate drinkers usually manage five or six bottles of wine, and the
average is twelve or fifteen.’ (Dumas 1859: 189).

Figure 3: ‘Logic’
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‘Logic’
-- Drink from this q’ants’i, it will do you good.
-- I can’t, even dumb animals have a sense of proportion!
-- For precisely this reason we must drink more, so that we can be
distinguished from animals. (Niangi 1940, 9]

The Georgian ideal of masculinity in the supra ritual is expressed quantitatively,
both in terms of body size and drinking capacity of the drinker and size and capacity of
drinking instruments. Correspondingly, the classic image of normative masculinity in
cartoons about supras plays on the often very unequal capacities for drink of those
brought together at a supra. In the cartoon above the ‘logic’ represented is a parody of
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the logic of the supra: The immense man on the left (a parodic idealization of quantified
masculinity) is prevailing on the smaller man to drink from a large drinking horn
(q’ants’i). The smaller man protests with dismay that ‘even dumb animals have a sense of
moderation’. The larger man parries this seeming good sense with the unassailable logic
of the supra: ‘Then we must drink more, so that we can be distinguished from animals!’
Dumas elides, along with the food, any reference to the toasting that justifies this
excessive drinking. (There has been, in fact, some argument that this absence may not be
an omission, that the contemporary form of toasting at the supra in fact seems to be a
ritual innovation [Bregadze 2000]). In contemporary supras, masculinity at a supra is
expressed quantitatively in equal and paired measures of word and drink. One must
underline the seriousness of one’s well-chosen words with heroic deeds, specifically of
drinking. The more one drinks, the more one ‘means’ what one is saying; but at the same
time, eloquence and capacity for drink are both expressions of masculine self-mastery.
The amount one drinks to the toast indicates amount of respect towards the object of the
toast, the size of the glass one is offered for the toast indicates the importance of the toast.
The quantity one drinks indicates how one values the object of the toast. It is not
uncommon, for example, for a host to pick up the half-full glass of a guest after a toast in
their own honor and say ruefully ‘This is how much you esteem me?’ (ai ase mapaseb?).
Not drinking, therefore, for men is an act of disrespect towards the object of the toast,
and can be sanctioned in the limiting case with physical violence; for women, on the
other hand, it is the normal state of affairs.
The two acts, drinking and speaking, are linked by their mutual resemblance. A
recent guide to supra etiquette begins with this observation:
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A Georgian toast should resemble a moderate sized drinking-bowl (piala) filled
with good wine-- neither with long words should you tire your listener, nor should
you drink like a drunk, alone, without words. (Kinkladze 2000:3)

At the same time the mutual quantitative and qualitative resemblance of drinking and
speaking are underlined by their reflexive relation of contiguity; at a supra one may never
drink without first completing a toast, which ‘blesses’ the wine. The form of the toast
almost always reflexively draws attention to the co-presence of drink: ‘With this little
glass, I want to drink a toast to….’ At the same time, the importance of the toast in
general or the commitment of the speaker to the toast, how they value the object of the
toast, is measured in the quantity of wine that is drunk (Kinkladze 2000: 20).
One does not sip, one finishes one’s toast and then (ideally) finishes one’s drink
‘to the bottom’, then places the cup on the table. If the drinking vessel is one that cannot
stand up unaided, as for example, a qants’i or drinking horn or wooden goblets made
especially without bases, the table cloth will be besmirched by the red wine from
unfinished toast. Therefore, when drinking from such a vessel one must drink to the
bottom (Kinkladze 2000: 20-21).
Not only does the supra reflexively calibrate the quantitatively isometric
relationship of drinking to speaking, but it also stylistically foregrounds the qualitative
manner of drinking. This is expressed by a proliferation in the realm of the technology of
drinking that borders on a poeticization of the otherwise functional domain of drinking
vessels. Dumas notes that ‘They have a bewildering variety of drinking vessels of all
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shapes and sizes, even the smallest holds at least a bottleful--gourds, silver-mounted
drinking horns two or three feet long, bowls with the head of a stag painted inside them in
such a way that the antlers seem to move as one drinks’ (Dumas, 1859: ibid). Drinking
with such a poetically foregrounded drinking vessel, which for the duration of a single
toast replaces the standard unmarked glass, is called drinking gansxvavebuli ‘different’.
But qualitative difference is also almost always quantitative, ‘different’ drinking vessels
almost always at least seem to involve drinking more (if not absolutely, at least
dramaturgically). Such a ‘poeticization of the means of consumption’ is a motif of Niangi
cartoons about the supra, as this one, in which the standard toast of the form ‘Friends,
with this little glass…’ is replaced with, ‘Friends, with these various (gansxvavebuli)
drinking implements’.

Figure 4

--Friends! With these different drinking vessels…(Niangi 1983 no.1)
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Quantitative and qualititative dimensions of ‘gansxvavebuli’ drinking vessels are
calibrated, of course, such vessels are not only ‘different’ in form, decorative,
aesthetically pleasing, but also in size and capacity. However, with the poeticization of
the drinking performance, the heroic act of drinking, comes the possibility of
theatricalization of the drinking performance, dividing the performance in twain,
between appearance and reality, front stage and back stage. As one relatively crafty
Georgian acquaintance pointed out to me, ‘gansxvavebuli’ drinking vessels differ from a
normal wine glass not only in having a much greater apparent volume, but also almost all
gansxvavebuli drinking implements differ from all standard wine glasses in that the latter
are transparent, allowing careful public monitoring of how much was poured and how
much was drunk, while only the pourer and the drinker really know how much was
poured into a drinking horn or other such implement, because these are all made of
opaque materials and also all appear to hold greater volumes than they actually do hold.

Figure 5: Notary
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NOTARY

“If you are a brother, witness for me, that for a toast to our viniculturalists and
tea-workers I emptied this q’antsi’ (Niangi 1981.1)

This Niangi cartoon gestures at the possibility of a falsified performance of
drinking by having the drinker of a large horn appeal to a public notary to witness that the
drinker did indeed empty a very large full horn. Each individual act of drinking at a
supra is a calibration of the moral and material, a public material enactment or display of
private moral ‘valuation’ (dapaseba, in the sense of ‘value, evaluate’, but closely related
to concepts of ‘pricing’ [shepaseba]) is frequently used to evaluate delinquent drinking at
a supra, the ‘moral’ value of respect can be read off the material amount of drink.
But what of the food? While it is true, following Dumas, that food, in
descriptions of a supra, is given ‘minor consideration’, it hardly follows that it is any less
essential than drink and toasts. In descriptions of the supra, the quintessentially male
activities of the supra (talking and drinking) are presented ‘as if’ they were the main,
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indispensable, and indeed, independent part of the supra, just as female activities are
relegated to the relatively uninteresting role of the presupposed but backgrounded ‘base’
(Nizharadze 2000: 22). A kind of latent masculine ‘idealism’ opposed to a feminine
‘materialism’ is detectable here. And yet the ‘formality’ of the supra depends, more than
anything else on the almost theatrical display and presentation of foodstuffs, a matter
assiduously attended to by an exclusively female staff. The presentation of the food is
absolutely presupposed, but seldom commented upon as such, and its consumption,
unlike wine, is unregulated (at least by men). As the Abkhazian author Fazil Iskander
points out, in the quote that begins this chapter, a Georgian (or Abkhazian) supra could
be called indeed a dictatorship of drink, but a democracy of food.

Figure 6
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This feature is parodied in this Niangi cartoon, where a woman in three frames
assembling a meal as her husband sits idly by, finally taking up the glass to perform the
focal moment of making an 8th of March (International Women’s Day) toast to praise her.
Aside from using the occasion of the 8th of March to critique the ‘double shift’ worked by
women under socialism, the very unequal exchange between the largely unsung material
labors of the woman (which, after all, take up three frames of shopping, carrying, and
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cooking) and the ritually focal moral labor of proposing and drinking performed by the
man is in focus.
Figure 7

“Move aside these plates and suckling pigs so the guests can see me!”

The supra ritual has very little to say about the food which it presupposes, but the
supra cannot succeed as an act of hospitality without it. In a ‘proper’ supra the table must
display an inexhaustible abundance of a wide variety of traditional dishes, so much so
that the table-cloth (supra) from which the ritual takes its name should be almost
invisible. There should ideally be no room on the cloth for new courses to be added. A
Niangi cartoon parodies ‘three-to-four storey supras’ with food piled so high that only
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with difficulty can the toasters clink each others’ glasses. The tamada is depicted as
saying ‘Remove these plates and suckling pigs so the guest can see me!’ The moral
commentary (a common aspect of any moralizing Niangi cartoon addressed to reforming
existing practices to form a ‘cultured’ form of socialist consumption) explains that
‘Frequently we greet guests with ‘three-to-four-storey’ supras, but with this we cannot
merit the name of generous host, for at such times we convert human relationships into a
competition in pigging out’.
Paradoxically, the feast should also be ever young, it should always appear in a
state of perfection, every dish should always be full, every plate should always be clean.
And yet, the very act of consumption destroys this state of perfection. At the intersection
of these imperatives of display and consumption is generated a vast amount of bustling
work for the female staff, replacing the plates of guests with fresh ones, ensuring all
dishes are always as full as if they had never been touched:

None of the food is served in courses; rather dishes are gradually added to the
table and people help themselves to whatever they wish, usually in small amounts,
nibbling at different things over the course of the supra….During the supra
women hover over the table, refilling serving dishes, bringing more water, soft
drinks or wine, serving the warm dishes, fruits and sweets, and changing the
plates of the participants as they get dirty. (How to Arrange Georgian Supra: 910)
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So much for what we might call ‘the material supra’, the only place, other than the toast
to women, where women appear in the picture, what does the supra have to say for itself
as a ritual in moral and discursive terms?
Ritual structure: Fade-out among participants. The supra as a ritual displays what I
will call a principle of ‘metapragmatic fade out’ along two dimensions. By ‘pragmatic’ I
mean the largely unreflective practices of speaking and doing from which both ritual and
everyday life is built up. By ‘metapragmatic’ I mean behavior that seeks to comment
upon such pragmatic behavior, either reflexively to comment upon it or regulate it via
stipulation, as in ritual speech, or reportively to describe it or characterize it, as for
example in an ethnographic description (for these oppositions see Silverstein 2003).
Intuitively, much of what segregates ‘ritual’ behavior from the rest of everyday life is the
frequency and density of such metapragmatic regulation of practices. ‘Metapragmatic’
rules that comment reflexively upon behavior are necessary to constitute ritual behavior
of drinking, eating and talking as being distinct from ‘everyday’ ‘pragmatic’ behavior.
For example, the tamada will indicate what the next toast is by stating that he is giving
such and so toast, as part of that toast. The toast reflexively constitutes itself as a toast
metapragmatically, just as a bank robber metapragmatically constitutes a bank robbery
(or ‘stick up’) by writing ‘this is a stick up’ on a piece of paper and submitting it to a
bank teller.
By ‘metapragmatic fade out’ I mean that the explicitness and density of such
ritual rules is uneven, that the supra ritual has a focal regulated core and a fuzzy halo of
looser regulation. This unevenness of ritual regulation occurs on numerous levels,
participants, spatial organization, and temporal progression. The ritual delineates a focal
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participant, which I will call the ritual point of origin or origo, and then a gradient pattern
of fade out from that participant to non-participants. This fade out principle resembles
the way that the supra is related to non-supra rituals, and also the way that the supra
regulates the relationship between formal speech and drinking (‘dictatorship of drink’),
but not informal talk and eating (‘democracy of food’), which I have already discussed.
For example, categories of metapragmatically recognized participation in a supra
are organized as a gradient opposition of masculinity, moving from the exemplar of
masculinity and ritual center, the tamada, to men in general, to women and children, in
effect something very similar to the principal of ‘representative publicness’ of PshavKhevsur cosmology (chapter 1). This fade-out structure is coded redundantly in a large
number of different ways, but the main opposition is always between high degrees of
ritual regulation for focal participants like the tamada and low degrees of regulation of
behavior for women and children. In a supra, unlike an alapurshet, standing is a strongly
regulated behavior. At a formal supra the tamada stands for every toast, men stand for
some toasts, either when directed to by the tamada or when the toast is in their honor, and
women rarely stand for any toasts, whether giving them or receiving them (Holiskey
1989: 34, How to Arrange Georgian Supra 20). Every aspect of drinking is also ritually
regulated, in theory, the tamada should drink every toast to the bottom (Holisky 1989: 26;
How to Arrange Georgian Supra 13), men must drink every toast, and drink some toasts
to the bottom either when directed to do so by the tamada or to demonstrate some strong
personal commitment (How to Arrange Georgian Supra 20), and women need not drink
any toasts, nor drink any toasts to the bottom. The tamada must propose each toast
(unless he specifically offers the tamada-ship, tamadoba, to some other guest for one
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toast), and talks longer and more eloquently than anyone else. Men may propose some
toasts (at the discretion of the tamada), and women are unlikely to propose any toasts,
and may not even say or drink them (Holiskey 1989: 34):

Historically the supra would have included only men. Women did not seat down
at the table with men and did not participate in the toasting. Today they do
participate, though not the same degree as men. They are not expected to drink in
the same quantity as men. Women are rarely tamada, except in gathering where
only women are present. If both men and women are present at a small, informal
supra in an all−female household, it is likely that one of men would be tamada.
Women rarely drink every toast, their toasts are much briefer (they do not
elaborate as much as men), they are not expected to empty their glasses on a toast,
they almost never propose a separate toast, and they are more free to leave the
table, wander around and return when they feel like it. This supra behavior would
be considered extremely bad from for a man (How to Arrange Georgian Supra:89)

As this quote implies, the supra is a strongly spatially bounded ritual, but the
boundaries of the ritual apply differently to different participants. The tamada cannot
leave the supra before it ends, men cannot in principle leave without the permission of the
tamada, and the comings and goings of women are more or less unregulated (How to
Arrange Georgian Supra 11). If a woman declares that she is leaving, the tamada might
prevail upon her to stay, all the while allowing that ‘we cannot force you to stay’, very
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unlike with men, whose announced departure can be endlessly delayed by yet another
toast, despite entreaties about competing obligations (work, family…), and where force,
in some places and times, can be employed in principle to prevent departure in the last
resort. For women the ritual boundaries of the supra (after, of course, the immense
amount of unseen female labor expended in shopping, cooking and serving the supra are
over) are a porous osmotic boundary between ritual and the remainder of everyday life.
Men, by contrast, are required to treat the ritual as if it were the only moral reality, not
merely opposed to everyday practical concerns or competing obligations, but as if it were
completely separate from them.

Figure 8

“Help us, doctor, the sick man is about to die!”
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“We won’t let him [sc. the doctor] go, he has to drink one more and then he can go!”
(Niangi 1979-9)

This cartoon typifies this aspect of the supra, a mild exaggeration of the
exceptionless logic of the ritual order, where the tamada will not allow a doctor to come
to the aid of a dying man; he cannot fulfill his social obligation as doctor until he has
fulfilled his first obligation to the supra as a man.
Fade out from situation to society. Not only is the supra in its occasions
coterminous with society, with everyday life, since every major holiday and every major
life transition is recognized in a supra, but also, within the supra, the toasting itself
produces a reduced model of society, a ritual microcosm of societal macrocosm. If the
spatial organization of the supra organizes co-present persons into hierarchical categories
of participation, the temporal organization of the supra, reflected in the order of toasts,
produces a separate ritual fade out from focal participant to outer darkness. The spatial
fade out of participation is based on relations of resemblance between participants and
the tamada, the temporal fade out principle emanates from a single celebrant following
his social network from close kin to humanity in general.
The toasts of the modern urban supra recognize only certain kinds of social
relationships, ones focusing on durable kinship categories, those moral categories of
relevant others constitutive of the shifting category of ‘society’, of ‘everyday life’. The
ordinary Georgian supra is a reduced model of society without the state, a private world
without a public, just as supras among political elites under Tsarism and Stalinism would
instead replicate the state hierarchy in their supra toasts, the state without society. In
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either case, what is perhaps most unusual is to have supra toasts mix the two categories of
relationality: public supras recognize public relationships, private supras recognize
private ones. The everyday supra ritual delineates a model of ‘private’ forms of
relationality. Public supras, by contrast, which create with ritual toasts diagrams of
institutional hierarchies, public categories of relationality of a specific institutional whole
(an imperial hierarchy, a state hierarchy, an institutional hierarchy) that the supra toasts
step by step delineate. In each kind of supra, oppositions between different spheres
(state, private) of modern socialist and post-socialist life are erected, delineated and
reinforced by recognition of distinct qualitative categories of moral relationship in
toasting. The supra, functioning as a ritual in both ‘private’ and ‘public’ contexts, serves
to delineate and baptismally objectify a diagram of a universe of social relations, ‘a
social network made manifest’ in Mars and Altman put it in their classic article on the
supra (Mars and Altman 1991: 277). The ritual thereby serves a crucial role in bounding
the domains of everyday life and the state (as a whole or in its separate institutional
guises), precisely by ritually delineating them and objectifying them as entities.
The supra not only ritually delineates, but also sacralizes, or at least strongly
typifies and objectifies, the social relations of everyday life. And yet, the cosmology of
the supra is by and large a secular one. However, except in the opening or closing toasts,
explicit recognition of religious cosmology is rare (though explicitly religious toasts are
rising in number in my observation), when compared, for example, to toasts amongst
Svan mountaineers, which follow a purely cosmological hierarchy moving downwards
from Xosha Gherbet ‘Great God’ down to Lamaria ‘Mother of God’, with categories of
humans only recognized through their corresponding patron divinities. While many
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authors, and some Georgians, have seen in the supra a lay practice that mirrors the last
supper and the eucharist, most Georgians do not comment on the supra in this way in my
experience: even if, for example, there are toasts that make explicit reference to
cosmological premises, such as toasts to ‘places of prayer’ (salocavebi). The reference to
the last supper or church eucharist would seem as much a learned reference as references
to the Greek symposium, which equally invites comparison.
The progression of the supra and toasts within it has been memorably compared
to a wound-up spring (Chatwin 1997), which as it relentlessly unwinds becomes less
tense and also moves outwards, from formal categories of ascribed status to informal
categories of achieved status, from categories of relationship with absent types of others
to specific relationships of sociability with co-present individual others. I speak, of
course, of a certain idealized form of supra, the sort someone might reconstruct from
memory, how they might describe it to an ethnographer or lay out the rules in an etiquette
manual, most informal supras are much messier. Here I am only interested in the
‘metapragmatic supra’, the kind of supra that is described when people talk about supras
in general, whether while participating in them or reporting on them, I am not trying to
produce an account of the messy pragmatics of the supra (see for example Kotthoff 1995,
Mulhfried 2005ab, Tuite 2005).
The idealized contemporary supra is divisible in indigenous terms into two
blocks of toasts, the former of which are the so-called ‘obligatory’ or ‘general’ toasts, the
latter of which are the so-called ‘personal toasts’ (How to Arrange 15, Nizharadze 2000).
We can call them general toasts because they recognize general classes of absent others
(parents, children, Georgians, etc.), rather than specific persons seated at the supra, who
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are recognized by personal toasts. The obligatory or general toasts come in differing
degrees of abstraction from context. Some serve to link one focal participant of the supra
to ever widening circles of categories of kin-based relationship, drawing indexical
connections between a present participant and his absent social universe, making his
otherwise invisible ‘social networks manifest’ in a manner not unlike a traditional
elicitation of a kinship diagram in social anthropology (i.e. explicitly egocentric
categories like ‘children of x’, ‘parents of x’, ‘colleagues of x’). Others, more ‘abstract’
toasts, recognize very general classes of others, without linking them to anyone present
explicitly (ancestors, predecessors, children in general, women in general). By contrast,
the personal series of toasts recognize informal interpersonal ties between co-present
participants, actual networks between actual persons, sociability. Obligatory toasts, one
might say, diagram the abstract ontology of the social universe, personal toasts the
concrete relational universe of those gathered, the sociable (resembling the kinds of
relationships mediated by beer, and those mediated by vodka, among the Khevsur in
chapter 1).
The distinction between the two sets of toasts is not merely thematic, based on
degree of abstraction and generalization versus degree of contextualization, but also one
of meta-awareness, descriptions and recollections of the first set of toasts is often clearer
than the second. However, the metapragmatic opposition between the two kinds of
toasts is not as clearly delineated in pragmatic practice. The two metapragmatically
opposed kinds of toasts, general and personal, can be combined, linking the type of other
recognized in the general toast to a specific token of that type who is present at the supra:
a general toast can be made into a personal toast by recognizing a general class of persons
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(i.e. children), and recognizing some person(s) who are present as named representatives
of that class (tamadadobit) (How to Arrange Georgian Supra 17). Also, at a large supra,
where the obligation to recognize each person in a separate toast would be impossible,
groups of people present can be recognized in a personal toast that takes a general form
(i.e. classmates of the deceased) (How to Arrange Georgian Supra 15). It emerges that
between the apparent polar opposites, toasts recognizing general abstract (non-localized)
social others and those recognizing individual copresent consociates, there are various
kinds of possibilities for abstraction and contextualization.
Generally, the first toast is a toast to the person in whose honor the supra is
convened, the birthday celebrant, the couple whose marriage is being celebrated, the
person who died, or, in the absence of any more specific cause, the mere fact of ‘our
meeting here’ is celebrated as the pretext of the supra. In the absence of a focal
participant, those present serve as the focal participant. This focal participant becomes
the indexical point of origin (a kind of ‘here and now’ centering on someone who is
actually present at the feast) for the next block of toasts, a class of toasts some
commentators call ‘general’ toasts. Moving outward from the focal participant, the
general series of toasts demarcates an expanding set of horizons of ascribed social
relations, beginning with the kinship universe of the focal participant. (1) This begins
with the immediate household of that person, followed by the siblings and then the
grandparents of the person. The transition within specific named kin relations calibrated
to the focal participant moves from closer to further, natural to artificial kin. (2) The
toasting then moves to from specific to general categories of kin others of the focal
participant, in increasing social distance: relatives, friends, neighbors. (3) At this point
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there is another qualitative transition from egocentric categories to sociocentric
categories, that is, extremely general ‘abstract’ toasts that recognize whole social
categories. These include obligatory toasts to women (obligatory, this is sometimes
considered to be a toast to love), as well as ancestors, and children. These latter two are
very strictly ordered, the toast to children always follows the toast the ancestors, the one
is a toast to the dead, the other is a toast to life. These three toasts produce a very general
map of the generalized others that are relevant to a very generalized male subject, the
supra-goer in general. There will also be toasts to very general categories of others,
Georgia and Georgians, perhaps a toast to ‘all good people’. These transitions are not so
much rigidly ordered (and indeed, while most metapragmatic accounts for formal supras
(ranging from elicitation to cookbooks and etiquette manuals) will agree on the ordering
of some toasts, there is considerable variation in practice). One principle that is invoked
for the transition from obligatory toasts to more abstract toasts or more personal ones is
quite simply physiological drunkenness, a change in the mood provoked by alcohol
consumption. As one friend of mine, a practiced observer of the supra, Elizbar pointed
out, ‘some toasts just sound stupid and maudlin when you are sober, to understand those
toasts, you need to be a little drunk’. As a Georgian macrobiotic cookbook points out, a
tamada could not simply memorize an entextualized series of toasts, the contextual
moment of mood and drunkenness plays a crucial role in knowing when to make these
transitions in practice:

There is a special moment at the supra, after people have started drinking but
before they are very drunk, when they feel less inhibited and are particularly
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susceptible to appeal to emotions. The tamada should recognize when this state
has been achieved and propose more abstract toasts. (How to Arrange Georgian
Supra 13)

These toasts might be conceived of as a block as obligations that must be paid by
those present before they are free to engage in ‘free toasts’ or ‘personal toasts’, which
constitute a separate ritual obligation, the obligation that each person present be
recognized in a toast (How to Arrange Georgian Supra 15). This block of toasts shows a
fade out from the focal participant to their specific close kin, to increasingly general and
increasingly distant categories of kin, to a very abstract world of generalized others
relevant to a Georgian male, predecessors, successors, potential affines. In a ‘sad supra’
(a funeral wake), the main difference is that toasts to the dead (predecessors) must go
through this entire cycle before toasts to the living (contemporaries): in this case, what
will be created is not one ‘social network made manifest’, but two, one between the dead
person and the dead, followed by one between the dead and the living (Kinkladze 2000).
Fade out from ritual order to disorder: the personal series. When the first block of
toasts is terminated those present have fulfilled their ritual obligations to pay respect to
society and may now toast each other. The supra as ‘ritual’ moves to the supra as an
expression of mutual affection between the participants, marked by a transition to the
‘personal block of toasts’, where we see again a recursive transition within a ‘private’
supra between recognition of persons in terms of abstract ‘public’ status and concrete
‘personal’ relationships. One diagnostic of a relatively ‘public’ (wedding, funeral) or
official supra, then is the absence of this block of toasts (though this is often partly a
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result of the immense size of the feast, so that in such circumstances the grouping of
personal toasts under general rubrics, such as a toast to ‘friends of x” where all the
friends stand to show their inclusion, is resorted to). This section of toasts follows no set
order (and may alternate with, or be combined with, the more abstract kinds of general
toasts (How to Arrange Georgian Supra 16)) and there is comparatively lax
regimentation, the only specification being that each person present must be recognized
in a toast (How to Arrange Georgian Supra 17). Also, status distinctions between those
present may be recognized depending on age, importance, foreign guests, etc. in the order
in which personal toasts are drunk (How to Arrange Georgian Supra 16)
Here the relationships are between specific copresent persons, between the
celebrants themselves, not as centers of a complex kin universe extending outwards to all
humanity, but individually amongst themselves. The relations recognized are particular
relations between intimates. At the same time, extremely abstract toasts to general
classes of social others, which do not constitute an obligation to some specific group of
general others, are also drunk and equally be the focus of displays of emotion. The
relaxation of the ritual at this point is marked further by changes along other dimensions.
At this point in the supra mostly men are present and they are mostly somewhat tipsy if
not drunk (How to Arrange Georgian Supra 13, 16). This is generally the point in the
supra where men become openly demonstrative of their emotions in the wording of their
toasts, which typically include extragavant expressions of praise, but also in physical
affection in the form of exchanges of hugs and kisses between men, indexes both of
intimacy and absence of hierarchy which dominates the first ‘ritual’ half of the supra
(Jgerenaia 2000). This section of the supra is a gradient progression from ‘authoritarian’
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ritual towards ‘anarchic’ chaos, there is an increasing ‘relaxation’ of the ritual aspects of
the supra as it moves to the third stage, a stage which, unlike the others, has no
recognized name and which is never, in general mentioned as being part of the ritual
(Nizharadze 2000).
Like many kinds of feasts, the supra is a unity of opposites, a stadial progression,
a fade out, from sober ritual to drunken anarchy, from Apollonian ritual to the Dionysian
bachannal, as one Georgian commentator describes it:

After the ‘personal’ stage the supra becomes confused, the tamada loses his
function, all order is lost--every obligation has been discharged and the supra
imperceptibly grows into a carnival or bachannal.... Thus, a supra does not always
have order; [order] dominates in the ‘ritual’ stage, weakens in the [personal toast]
stage, and disappears in the stage of ‘carnival’ (Nizharadze 2000:29)

This fade out is both one of decreasing reflexive regimentation internal to the ritual, but
also one of reportive meta-awareness. A typical description of a supra (elicited or drawn
from an etiquette manual (Kinkladze 2000) or a cookbook (How to Arrange Georgian
Supra)) will have a great deal to say about the proper organization of the first part of the
ritual, the obligatory toasts, and will seldom give more than a few vague remarks about
the personal series, while the last stage has no accepted name and is not even generally
recognized as being part of the supra at all. The supra is, however, a contradictory ritual,
moving from authoritarian structure to complete anarchy as its participants move from
sobriety to drunkenness. At one end it is the locus of highly regimented behavior,
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insistent highly formal articulations of hierarchical relations between participants. At the
other end the supra is an almost complete anarchy, giving expression to intimate
personal, affective and almost erotic relationships between men.
We have seen that the supra, as an image rather than as a ritual, can stand on the
one hand for a kind of dystopian model of the state as an authoritarian and patriarchal
anti-democratic political orders. On the other hand it can stand as image of society, civil
or otherwise, par excellence in opposition to the state. In part these two possibilities arise
from different qualitative possibilities within the formal structure of the ritual itself. The
supra as ritual order is hierarchically organized around the central figure of the tamada,
the toastmaster, who is responsible for enforcing, sometimes violently, the ritual order of
the supra. The tamada, the dictator of the table, is the symbol par excellence of the supra
as a kind of Stalinist mini-state (Nodia 2000) On the other hand, the temporal structure
of toasting is organized to recognize the relations of a specific individual to a world of
social others, specifically not including state agents. It also can recognize the intimate
and egalitarian relations between co-supra goers in the personal round of toasts. The
supra produces a diagram of ‘everyday life’, of the network of social relations that each
individual supra helps to create, the network of social relations which, under socialism, is
precisely the equivalent of Russian informal networking going under the name of blat
(Mars and Altman 1983, 1991; on blat see Ledeneva 1998). As a result, the supra as a
ritual is both ‘good to think’ as well as ‘good to drink’.
Supra and civil society. The quote we opened the chapter with from a story
about a Supra with Josef Stalin, with its talk of ‘despotism of drink’ and ‘democracy of
food’, shows how the metalanguage of the supra itself is explicitly political. The
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institution of the supra is the authoritarian discourse of ritual, full of ‘rules’, many of
which are ‘obligatory’ (‘the twelve obligatory toasts’, for example), many things are
‘forbidden’ (discussion or debate about the content of toasts, for example). Although the
tamada, the toastmaster, who enforces the ritual order, is initially ‘elected’, the election is
always rigged, there being but one candidate, and the outcome of the plebiscite always
unanimous. After the election, the tamada becomes ‘the dictator of the table’. The supra
on first glance looks very much like a failed democratic transition in miniature. The
tamada has a monopoly of legitimate violence at the table, for the tamada (particularly in
Western Georgia, it is said) or his moadgilebi ‘deputies, representatives’, can force
people to drink (violently), sometimes having a henchman whose job is to force drinking
(ghvinis dajaleba). In the following cartoon, the tamada, holding a huge qants’i, or
drinking horn, which is emblematic of forced drinking, is saying to the terrified guests:
‘As my deputy in the branch of forcing people to drink wine I appoint my Jimsher’, a
hulking bruiser of a fellow.

Figure 9
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‘As my deputy in the branch of forcing people to drink wine I appoint my Jimsher’
(Niangi 1974-17)

This threat of violence is something very real (though Georgians, when asked
about it, will usually claim that it is more characteristic of some other region). In many
rural regions of Georgia, it has been traditional to drink a toast to the Georgian native son
Josef Stalin, the uber-tamada, so to speak. A friend of mine reports that in 1986 he had
the misfortune to refuse to drink the Stalin toast in the region of Borjomi. The hosts were
preparing to give him a sound beating for his impertinence, when it was observed that he
had sprained his ankle the previous day. It was concluded that it wasn’t proper to beat a
man with a sprained ankle, and he was saved.
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If the supra has become a privileged resource for talk about politics, it is also true
that talk about the supra is often cast in political terms. Alternatives to the traditional
supra are called ‘democracy’, as if the ‘failed’ democratic transition in public political
reality can be amended by a transition effected in private life. A common Georgian
saying goes that ‘We Georgians do not have as much order in the state as we do in the
supra’ (Kinkladze 2000: 31). Just as Georgia has experienced, depending on whom one
talks to, in the last ten years, socialism, civil war, anarchy, feudalism, and democracy,
talk about the supra, informal criticisms of somewhat informal versions of the supra, will
also sometimes be expressed in terms of ‘anarchy’, ‘parliamentary systems’,
‘democracies’ and so on. The supra stands, then not only as a condensed image of
Georgian traditionalism standing opposed to Georgian modernity, but also as a condensed
image of Georgia political society. To think about the supra is to think about the
relationship of state to society, and perhaps change it.
As a result, Georgian print culture has produced in the last few years rather a lot
of metadiscourse about the supra, in forms as diverse as supra etiquette manuals,
Georgian cookbooks, and NGO position papers entitled ‘The supra and civil society’
(Nodia et al. 2000), and even new rituals to replace the supra with suggestive names like
‘democracy’. These discourses divide themselves into two basic recognized opposed
tendencies within Georgian elite, urban culture; a traditionalizing discourse and a
modernizing one. The traditionalist discourse on the supra is current among traditional
socialist elites of the older generation, what is traditionally called the ‘intelligentsia’. The
liberal modernist discourse on the supra is associated with new third sector elites, what
are called NGOniks, or ‘intellectuals’, as well as young professionals like my neighbor
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Tamuna (on the opposition see Nodia 2002, Zurabishvili 2002, Shatirishvili 2005). The
two discourses are lodged in disciplinary discourses that have different institutional
locations, genealogies, epistemologies, and prospects for the future. The traditionalist
discourse is one that grounds itself in traditional socialist period ‘intelligentsia’
disciplines like archeology, ethnography, history. The modernizing discourse is a
critique emanating from NGOniks funded by western grants, and young, often Westerneducated, professionals and academics. Arguments between the two groups have not
been cordial. Traditionalist intelligentsia criticize the ‘new intellectuals’ of the NGO
world for being unpatriotic as Georgians, dilletantish as scholars (Gocoridze 2001,
Pruidze 2001), and most of all, identify the world of NGOs as being a world of corruption
paralleling that of the state itself, but in which krtamich’amia, ‘bribe-eating’ associated
with state agents is replaced with grantich’amia ‘grant-eating’ (Muhlfried 2005a).
The hegemonic discourse of Georgian traditionalism about the supra matches very
nearly the traditionalizing tendencies internal to the ritual itself. This discourse presents
the supra as a ritual present in various local forms in Georgian culture since time
immemorial, often going further to link the origins of the ritual variously to the Last
Supper, to quasi-parliamentary tendencies and in particular oath rituals during the reign
of Queen Tamar, the golden age of Georgia, or the Mediterranean cult of Dionysius
(Tezelishvili 2000:138-143). Hence, the supra is not merely an image of Georgian
society, but a specifically traditional society, which ethnographers and historians seek to
preserve.
This discourse seeks to critique actually existing supras in the name of the
idealized supra ritual supposedly preserved in the ethnographic and historical record.
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The irony here was that the ethnographers who now write traditionalist books of etiquette
for the supra had been at the same time agents of a socialist state, state ethnographers
intent on building a new socialist person, who at that time found many good reasons to
criticize the supra ritual, in the name of creating (or restoring) a putatively more
‘cultured’ (refined, civilized) version of the ritual that had apparently existed at some
point in the glorious past. One now traditionalist ethnographer (responding to NGObased critiques of the supra collected in Nodia 2000) recalls times when, in the 1960’s,
the beginning of a period of relative prosperity and consumerism in soviet culture,
precisely the deleterious material consequences and uncultured aspects of the supra were
the object of critique (corresponding incidentally to a period when Niangi cartoons
heavily critiqued the same themes in the supra):

In every such family we saw the tables, chairs, dishes and entire collections of
drinking vessels in many shapes and sizes necessary for a big supra. This
exaggerated display of hospitality, which took the form of a meaningless
competition, was censured by me and my colleagues, we appealed to the
population for moderation. We also censured the practice of forcing drinking, the
throwing of supras for purposes of self-interest, the immoderate drinking and
eating, using tradition as a cover for drunkenness, etc... (Pruidze 2001: 12)

What is striking about the traditionalizing discourse of such ethnographers is that, both
under socialism and post-socialism, they set themselves up as an expert class of ritual
commentators, meta-specialists on matters of tradition and ritual, first under the aegis of a
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socialist state, latter day writers of etiquette manuals. This employment of ethnography
as a normative description is not uncommon amongst ethnographers in Georgia, it is not
uncommon, for example, for a Georgian ethnographer to lecture his informants on their
traditions rather than interview them.
But all this ethnographic normativity is only possible if tradition itself is
unchanging since time out of mind. The discourse of the new elites seeks to undermine
such primordialism, instead presenting the supra as an ‘invented tradition’, initiated by
members of the Georgian gentry of the Nineteenth century as a reaction to Russian
colonial rule. According to this thesis, for the Georgian gentry, the supra became a kind
of compensatory private locus of traditional authenticity in opposition to the Russian
rituals of the imperial Court Society, an ‘inner sphere’ of authentic traditional Georgian
‘society’, opposed to the ‘outer sphere’ of the Russian state (Chatterjee 1993).

The Georgian supra is primarily described, as a unique socio-cultural constant, a
tradition rooted in the distant past and the most proper express of ‘traditionalness’
itself. Its extreme rituality should fix (time) for us in premodern roots. But
Leven Bregadze in a series of letters published in the paper Arili asserts with
serious arguments, that the Georgian supra is a product of approximately the
middle of the last century by present-day, fairly hardly structured form. It is this
thus, then the following hypothesis can also be formulated: for the last two
hundred years, when the socio-political life of Georgia developed under the sign
of the domination of a ‘foreign’, ’dictatorial’ order, the order of the supra became
a symbol of true authenticity: ‘We still have this’, the sacralization of the structure
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of the supra was society’s response to the shock of modernization (Nodia 2000:
5).

According to this argument, the supra is an indigenous Georgian form of civil
society that grew up in opposition to the Russian dominated political sphere under
colonialism. Thus, the ‘invented tradition’ of the supra was the only Georgian institution
that met the formal definition of ‘civil society’ (nebulously defined as a form of
association independent of and between both the private sphere of the family and the
public sphere of the state) during the long march from Tsarism to Socialism:

Bregadze’s thesis gives us] the means to connect the theme of the supra to the
theme of civil society: The supra is a form of the free self-organization of persons,
in it society embodies its autonomy in opposition to a repressive context dictated
by the state, at the same time, the unit of self-organization is typically bigger, than
the family. (Nodia 2000:6)

However, as this same author (Gia Nodia) notes, at the same time the specific
content of the supra, now as an image of a political and not social order, is downright
Stalinist:

But we can also look at the matter from a completely opposed angle. The
Georgian supra has many things about it that are obviously ‘uncivil’. It is
characterized by the autocratic dictatorship of the (it is true, elected) tamada,
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unacceptability of pluralism and criticism of ideas, a predetermined routine, the
obviously subordinated position of women.... In short, the supra is a model of
authoritarian relationships. With its ritually-stabilized form, the supra reflected
the repressive nature of its existing surrounding social life, and by creating an
illusion of ‘authenticity’, it made it easy for society to accept it. Nothing could
better serve to inculcate the legitimacy of the Communist order than the toast to
Stalin and the ‘Stalinization’ of the institution of the tamada itself . (Nodia 2005:
5)

The most extreme enactment of this metaphoric linkage of the supra to the Stalinist state
comes from the Abkhazian writer Fazil Iskander, whose story and movie ‘Belshazzar’s
feasts’ shows precisely Stalin presiding at a state supra in Abkhazia (the supra is also an
Abkhazian tradition, and the very name for the tamada may be from Abkhaz), on the eve
of the great purges. Though himself not the Tamada, Stalin’s looming presence at the
supra would appear to underline the political analogy here, turning metaphor into
metonym, indeed, the quote we began with underlines the linkage, for at Stalin’s feast,
there really is a ‘despotism of drink’, and a ‘democracy of food’.
Perhaps the supra might serve, in some contexts, as an image of all that was
opposed to the Stalinist state, a kind of subaltern discourse opposed to the colonizer, a
hidden discourse of the ‘missing’ sphere of civil society. On the other hand, the supra
would seem to contain within it an almost exact metaphor for socialist state itself.
Between these discourses of absolute opposition and complete identification lies an
unexplored territory, one in which the supra can play many roles in a far more complex
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and ambivalent articulation of the world of ‘the state’ and the world of ‘everyday life’.
Here too, the view of the supra ‘from the state’, that is, in the pages of Niangi, can give
us a unique view, a perspective in which it becomes possible to say about the supra what
is unsayable in the dictatorship of the table. The discourse of the state about the supra is,
I will argue, not entirely extrinsic, it is an important, and I will argue, constitutive,
internal dimension of what the supra is.
The socialist supra. I would like briefly to revisit the theme of ritual as image of
relations of state and society, this time from the perspective of the socialist state itself,
concentrating exclusively on how the supra is portrayed from the thirties to the present in
the Soviet humor magazine Niangi. Under socialism the image of the supra was
mobilized for the purposes of articulating the relationship of ‘society’, the sometimes
recalcitrant world of ‘everyday life’, to the socialist state. This is partially because the
supra, which Georgian nationalists like to fantasize as a traditional unchanging ‘everyday
life’ (or expression of an equally ahistorical category of ‘civil society’) opposed at all
points to the socialist state, was in fact at every point a major point of articulation of
everyday life to an ubiquitous socialist state. Discussing ‘everyday life’, then, without at
the same time discussing the state, is impossible, because,

For Homo Sovieticus, the state was a central and ubiquitous presence. In the first
place, it was the formal distributor of goods and near monopolistic producer of
them.... In the second place, all urban citizens worked for the state....In the third
place, the state was a tireless regulator of life. (Fitzpatrick 2000:3)
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Socialist cartoons used the supra as an image to articulate the relationship of the socialist
state to society along each of these dimensions. The view of the supra ‘from the state’
mirrored all of the changing ambiguities of the state’s assessment of the world of qopa,
everyday life, an intransigent, almost invisible domain that represented all that remained
untheorized, unassimilated, backwards and perhaps unchangeable (Buchli 1999). The
supra could stand, in relation to the state world of production, as consumption, both as an
image of wasteful consumption, the negation or production, or as the reward of labor,
socialist abundance; it could stand as a symbol of corruption, that is, the colonization of
state structures by the morality of kinship and reciprocity, and it could stand as a symbol
of all those other residual aspects of everyday life that the state occasionally sought to
regulate.
Production versus Consumption. Under socialism, the supra was first and
foremost an image of society or everyday life as (private) locus of consumption, standing
opposed, in the first instance, to the (public) sphere of production which was immediately
identified under socialist political economy with the state. Cartoons from the humor
magazine Niangi throughout the socialist period routinely mobilize the supra as an image
of negatively valued consumption as opposed to positively valued production. In
Cartoon 10, one of many of its kind, production and consumption are immediately
opposed in the visual field; feasting workers, always male, in the foreground complain
that their ‘work’ of drinking is not appreciated, while in the background anonymous
cadres of male and female workers are seen going about their work.

Figure 10
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--‘We suffer so in this heat, we drank emptied four pitchers of wine and they call us
shiftless!’ (Niangi 1962 no.13)

Cartoons of this type are especially typical of the Kruschev era (early 60s), presumably
linked to a state-directed campaign for greater production on collective farms, therefore
directed at agricultural workers (who, after all, in Georgia were in a relatively good
position to appropriate the ‘means of production’ of the supra, food and drink).
However, cartoons of this type can be found throughout the period of collectivized
agriculture, from the 1930s onwards (cartoon 11), that is, specifically in that period in
which agricultural productivity (fear of appropriation of agricultural comestibles by
kolkhozniks for supras and the deleterious effects of supra consumption on productivity)
became a direct concern of the state.

Figure 11
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Figure 12 ‘Caretakers’
--Here’s to you, grunters! Why are you unhappy, can’t you see that we are not
forgetting you and are drinking to your health!’ (Niangi 1935 no.1).

The standard joke in these cartoons is that toasting is considered to be a kind of
‘productive consumption’, which in this cartoon is made to run in ironic contrast to the
neglect of truly productive labor, represented by starving animals who have not been fed
real food, only paid respects in supra toasts. In this cartoon supra-goers are made to
appear surprised and not a little irritated that the starving animals, to whom they are hard
at work paying respect by drinking, are ungrateful for their heroic labors of toasting.
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Socialist wealth: The Magarichi and the Bribe. ‘A Magarichi is not a bribe’, one
friend answered me, when I asked him to define a new word I had not heard before,
magarichi. It was as if he was anticipating an unuttered accusation that a magarichi was,
indeed, a species of bribe. Seeing my confusion, he noted that this particular Georgian
word had passed into Russian slang to count as a kind of bribe, but in Georgian it was
not. A magarichi is in effect a kind of supra, but the only kind of supra where the supra
is explicitly exchanged in recognition for some other service. Unlike supras which more
generally delineate a group of relevant others who in other contexts are expected to
reciprocate as a matter of moral duty (thus grounding the second economy in a moral
discourse of kinship and friendship), as Mars and Altman argue (1983, 1991) as well as
Jgerenaia 2000, the magarichi is a transaction specific form of reciprocity and not a
generalized one. Gift and countergift, as average Georgian might see it, or bribe and
counterbribe, as a Russian might see it.
When I say, as a Georgian might see it, I hasten to add that under Tsarism the
term magarichi was, for critical Georgian writers, writing about rural corruption, simply a
form of bribe. The famous Georgian writer Aleksandre Qazbegi’s ethnographic notes on
Mokhevian peasants (Qazbegi 1880) are unlike most ethnographies of the period in that
he frames the ethnographic life (qopa, cxovreba) of the peasant, usually treated as being
ethnographically separate from states and historical life in general in ethnographic
modalities, as being in the first instance framed by exchanges with the Russian state and
its local Georgian comprador class (the class he himself comes from), that is, by an
endless series of imposts, fines, impressments into forced labor, and most of all, bribes to
avoid all of these. The bribes paid by peasants to the mamasaxlisi (a local Georgian
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official who is the main mediator between the Russian state and the average peasant)
usually take the form of food, either prepared by the peasant family or paid for and
consumed in a local restaurant (dukan). That is, the magarachi is, in fact, a bribe that
involves food and drink. Elsewhere Qazbegi notes that the Mokhevian peasants can be
divided into three groups in relation to local officials: First there are those who are too
poor to provide gifts of food or a magarachi, and thus are always susceptible to being
drafted for state corvee labor, whether it is their turn or not; the second are those who
have enough food at home to invite these officials into their house for a meal of erbo
(clarified butter) and cheese, and sometimes even a fine meal, or sometimes they even
find some money to pay a bribe, these sometimes can avoid corvee labor, sometimes not;
lastly, there are those who can afford to bribe not only these local officials, but even more
powerful ones, with actual money. These people are always exempt from corvee labor.
(Droeba 1880 159 2-3) The opposition between gift and bribe, expressed in food or
money, or food for money, or just money is a fluid one. For example, a meal bought in a
restaurant, a magarachi, is clearly a bribe. Local officials literally ‘eat’ their bribes (‘eat’
is the slang term for any kind of corruption, Jgerenaia 2000), in a dukan or in the house,
and only seldom receive money, more powerful officials presumably are only interested
in money and not cheese and erbo in a pitiful peasant hut or even a good meal in a welloff peasant house or dukan. Eating in restaurants (food bought for money) is especially
suspect: in the immediate post-socialist world, so in the Tsarist one, eating in restaurants
or dukans was almost synonymous with eating the fruits of corruption.
The magarichi is very close to certain Russian forms of conviviality that
constitute blat exchanges (blat, informal economies of influence trading through personal
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networks that constitute much of the second economy in Russia), involving minor gift
exchanges (chocolates, perfumes, liquor, ‘blat gifts’) and minor conviviality (drinking
together) (on the economy of Blat exchanges see Ledeneva 1998). One might say the
disagreement between Georgians and Russians as to whether a magarichi is a counter-gift
or a bribe illustrates a more basic difference in how both groups view the morality of the
second or informal economy under socialism. There is a Russian joke I can halfremember about a Georgian from the early post-socialist period. It goes something like
this: A Georgian man applies for position in a firm where a Russian man is the director.
The Russian director asks the Georgian man what his qualifications are. The Georgian
replies proudly: “I have degrees in seven fields!” The Russian, astonished, since this is
obviously impossible, asks: “How big a bribe did you pay for those?” The Georgian,
angered at the suggestion of nefarious dealings, replies: “I paid no bribes, they were
gifts!”
Whether or not something is to count as a bribe rather than a gift depends, of
course, on a shifting set of criteria (for a Russian parallel see Ledeneva 1998, Ledeneva
et al. 2000). One can only note the way that the novel category of ‘grant’ (constitutive of
the novel sphere of civil society or ‘NGOs’) has been interpreted as being parallel to the
category of ‘bribe’ that typifies exchange in the state sector in the post-socialist world
(Muhlfried 2005a). Grants have a lot in common with bribes, they are, after all, gifts of
money, involve influence, possibly acquired by shady dealing, etc. It shows that for
example if the people are in effect strangers, rather than kin, the same informal economic
exchange might be more likely to count as a bribe. It also shows, as Ledeneva et al
(2000), Jgerenaia 2000, note, that Georgians at least under post-socialism see an
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exchange framed in the relatively anonymous form of exchange value, money, as a bribe,
and exchange in the form of use-value as a ‘gift’. It is a commonplace observation that
the supra serves as a kind of bribe expressed in use-values (food and drink) rather than
exchange-values (money), a forum in which political influence is grounded in private
morality of commensality. The ‘grey’ form of corruption associated with blat and
specialist ‘fixers’ (tolkach) did not exist in precisely this specialized form in Georgia
under socialism, but was rather more diffused throughout the total system of social
networks (Mars and Altman 1983). Both Mars and Altman (1991) as well as Georgian
sources (Nodia et al. 2000) emphasize the crucial role played by the supra in establishing
informal networks that serve as the Georgian equivalent of blat under socialism:

The Soviet State in denigrating the feast nonetheless needs this institution even if
it fails to recognize the nature of the linkage between it and the personal support
networks through which it becomes manifest. It is through the personalizing
institution of the feast and the networks it represents that the demands of an egofocused and competitive culture are able to co-exist alongside an impersonal
‘meta bureaucracy’ (1991:278)

Mars and Altman note that ‘the Soviet authorities have officially frowned upon Georgian
feasts arguing that they not only represent a massive misuse of resources but that as these
are often purloined from official sources, represent a misuse of Soviet property and
absorb energy that could be put to more socially--that is officially--approved ends’ (Mars
and Altman 1991:270).
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Part of the misunderstanding between Russians and Georgians under socialism
about the difference between a bribe and a gift has to do with the nature of the socialist
economy as opposed to the capitalist one. First of all, money is different under both
regimes, money was simply not as scarce a resource under socialism as under capitalism,
nor did it serve as an absolute guarantor of being able to secure wealth, since access to
goods was not regulated in the first instance by price. Hence, under socialism,
particularly with respect to consumer goods, the use-value dimension of the commodity
loomed much larger, particularly with respect to food and drink. The result is that under
capitalism a monetary bribe is much more persuasive and therefore capitalist bribes tend
to take the form of pure exchange value (money), and socialist bribes tend to take the
form of exchange of highly generalized use-values (food and drink). We must remember
too, that in Georgia as in Russia, contemporary forms of nostalgia for the village in the
socialist period amongst urban dwellers is framed in terms of the apparent wealth and
abundance of the village, since villages, although poor in every other respect, were
precisely those places in which certain kinds of deficit consumer goods, notably food and
drink, were abundant (just as, one might add, Georgian male nostalgia for Russia under
socialism are framed in terms of the relative abundance of sexually available Russian
women). Relations between city dwellers and rural kin are framed in terms of this kind
of harpy-like rapaciousness in which city kin descend upon village kin and eat them out
of house and home in Niangi cartoons.

Figure 12
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-- Eh, what are you complaining about? Yours [sc. relatives] at least come to
visit, I have to bring it [i.e. food and drink] to mine in the city.

So, to simplify, the prototypical, most general, form of wealth under capitalism is
money, but under socialism the prototypical, most general, form that wealth takes are
highly generalized use values, specifically the very items that socialist production and
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planning prized least, non-durable items of immediate consumption, food and drink.
Under capitalist conditions, then, the bribe and the gift are expressed in diametrically
opposed forms, money and food/drink, respectively, but under socialism food might in
fact be used to mediate bribe-like and gift-like exchanges. At the same time, the fact that
the bribe is embedded in moral discourse of imputed kinship or friendship, and take the
moral form of commensality (a supra) or commensibles (gifts of food), allows the
exchange to be misrecognized as a ‘gift’ rather than a ‘bribe’, as the joke has it. The key
difference might be whether the food and drink was consumed in a ritual context, a supra
or a magarichi, or not. Georgians traveling in Russian frequently filled their suitcases
with wine and food, for either purpose. Some of my male Georgian friends recollect
wistfully the period in which a suitcase full of food or wine could be parlayed into days
or weeks of female company in Russia, the story is oft-told and seems to have been
typical of the generation. But food and wine, the stuff of the supra, could be used also for
Georgian versions of ‘blat’, at home but also in the near abroad of Russia, indeed, this
may be the way the term magarichi passed into Russian parlance as a bribe. Georgian
food and wine is, after all, more plentiful and on the whole much better than Russian
equivalents, eagerly desired by Russians, and certainly more rare in Russia. Hence,
Georgian exchanges with Russians seem to take certain forms of exchanges of use-values
(food and sex, food and influence).

Figure 13
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‘Arranging things’ (Niangi 1982 11)

This particular deployment of food and drink as a bribe expressed in use-values is
typified by a clever Georgian pun, which presents the gifts of food and drink as the
general means to various ends of social life under socialism that must be ‘arranged’.
Georgian word meaning ‘arrange’ is chats’q’oba, which can mean both ‘arranging’
luggage and ‘arranging’ ones affairs by corrupt means. In this cartoon, a man is literally
arranging his luggage, happens to consist of all the food and drink needed for a
magarichi. According to most glosses by my Georgian friends and colleagues, he is
almost certainly ‘arranging’ his luggage for a trip to Russia. But to ‘arrange affairs’
which this cartoon is titled, means also to ‘bring about ones plans by means of friends,
networks and bribery’. In other words, these goods form a bribe, whether they are to be
consumed convivially as a form of magarichi, or whether they are to be given as a gift, is
not the issue.
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Figure 14

Toast
Comrades! Don’t think that I arranged this feast for you because I want the party
candidacy! They ejected me from the Komkavshiri [Young Communist League,
Konsomol], but I would not be Assistant to the Director of Surami Collective
School, if I did not fuck their mothers! This toast is to the good ole boy network
(jma-bichobas), skill, and the power of hospitality (lit. bread and salt). (Niangi
1933, no. 10)

Corruption in general. While often taken by international NGOs like Transparency
International to be a measurable, quantifiable, objective category ‘out there’ in the world,
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the category of ‘corruption’ (and its sub-categories, like bribery, see Ledeneva 1998,
Ledeneva et al. 2000) in modern discourse is ultimately rather slippery, though at its core
always seems to involve inappropriate mixtures of categories of public state service and
private interest (Bratsis 2003). Almost all subjects of the socialist state were at once
state agents and private persons; a pervasive theme of the literature on socialist political
economy is the way in which private, informal kinship relations were used to colonize the
socialist state (e.g. Mars and Altman 1983, 1991, Ledeneva 1998, Verdery 1991, 1996,
Gal 2002, Gal and Kligman 2000, Yurchak 2006). Since the supra ritual is precisely the
locus, in Georgian culture, where patron-client and friendship relations are recognized,
created and sustained in private life, it is also the primary ritual locus of the colonization
of public, state categories with the private morality of kinship (Mars and Altman 1983,
1991, Jgerenaia 2000). Quite simply, from the perspective of the state, the supra
represented the moral face of corruption, a mixture of the public and private in which
private consumption is used as a means for political ends. One of the earliest supra
cartoons I have found is one entitled sadghegrdzelo ‘toast’, in which the subtext of the
supra as a moralized form of corruption is rhetorically made into the explicit text. The
speaker in the cartoon is stating overtly the covert political goals of personal
advancement he hopes to achieve by throwing this feast, as part of a toast to the ‘power
of friendship and feasting’.
If food and conviviality could be the material means to corrupt ends, using private
means (consumption of private goods) to determine or misappropriate public influence
for private ends, it is also the case that one’s public position gave one power over the
primary form of consumable wealth (especially in a period of general scarcity), allowing
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one to direct public goods (wealth) to private ends of consumption. Here again the supra
appears as a form of corruption, here, however, a supra stands as the private ends of
misappropriated public goods, and not as a private means to misappropriating public
goods, as above. Usually, in this sort of cartoon, such consumption is simultaneously
opposed to truly productive behavior in one way or another. For example, in the four part
cartoon ‘appearance and reality’ below, the apparent absence of the manager of a socialist
firm is explained to the ‘good work’ for ostensibly good work related reasons
(managerial activities of ‘giving an address’ and ‘planning’) are revealed to be, in reality,
consumption leisure oriented activities of ‘giving a toast’ and ‘planning a supra’ (with
misappropriated funds, the ‘planning list’ is actually a shopping list of foodstuffs for a
supra with prices attached).

Figure 15
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In both cases the way that socialist wealth took the form of immediately consumable usevalues is foregrounded, whether this wealth is private wealth deployed as a means of
corruption, or public wealth directed to private corrupt consumption.
In the fifties and sixties, such a form of political influence reappears within the
hierarchical structure of the socialist firm. The dilemmas and deferential position of the
new classes, an emergent socialist ‘white collar’, with respect to their directors are
expressed in the inconography of the supras that express this emergent hierarchicalism, in
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which more and better foodstuffs (specifically iconographically represented by whole
cooked chickens) are literally piled in front of the throne-like chair of the director:

Figure 16

Sycophant’s new year’s supra
‘The director is coming, the director! Add two more cooked turkeys to the end of the
table!’ (Niangi 1959 no.24)

Socialist achievement: the supra as positive hero
For the socialist state, the supra could not only represent ‘unproductive consumption’, in
a negative sense, various ways that the world of ‘everyday life’ represented an obstacle to
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state planning, including corruption, it could also represent the goal of production, which
is, after all, consumption. The supra was not, after all, supposed to be a uniformly
malevolent institution: in it were represented national traditions that socialist technocracy
was meant to allow to realize their full potential. The goal of production is, after all,
ultimately, consumption, however much the productivist orientation of socialism tended
to privilege production of the means of production (Verdery 1991, 1996), it remained that
socialist technocratic planning also sought to provide a ‘better, happier life’, as Stalin put
it. Especially after World War 2, it was evident that the socialist state planned to ‘deliver
the goods’ in some form, providing a better life (Fitzpatrick 1999, Kelly and Volkov
1998, Gronow 2003, Hessler 2000, 2005).
No better example of the ‘new line’ on the supra, the supra as ‘positive hero’, can
be found than this Stalin era cartoon from Niangi, entitled ‘Technology decides’. In it,
we see the interior of a well-appointed Georgian house, decorated with a balance of
traditional and modern attributes of culturedness, where a supra is laid out, a moderate
supra in which there is plenty of everything without excess (no ‘three story supra’). The
host is reading a newspaper, others are engaged in singing, dancing, playing the piano,
and preparing the supra. Through the open door an airplane can be seen, through the
other window we can see an antenna on the adjacent house. The guest is saying “Host,
what in the world are you making us wait for? The supra is spread, isn’t it?” The
unhurried host replies: “I am waiting for one more guest, he left Svaneti [a distant
inaccessible mountainous region] ten minutes ago.” The incredulous guest asks “From
Svaneti? Then how many days must we wait for him?” The host replies “What do days
have to do with it? In our village we already have an airport!”
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And, indeed, we can see the plane of the arriving guest already in the window.
The main argument is about the technical achievements of the socialist state, of course,
socialist transport breaking through the barriers of space and time, in this case, in the
service of a bringing a guest to a supra. Here, in the first instance, the socialist
technocratic state is already solving the innumerable problems of ‘everyday life’, by
transport.

Figure 17
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Technology decides

At this supra, of course, there is material plenty, exhibited by the food and drink
on the table, again the effects of ‘teknika’ providing for a better, happier life. But we can
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see in the cartoon, too, that the socialist state sought not only to provide not only the
material means for a better life, but also sought to transform everyday life qualitatively.
Consider the interior of the house, there are curtains (with tassels), there is a lampshade
(with polka dots), a lovely rug on the floor, the table has a table cloth (also called supra),
there are vases with flowers, paintings on the walls, and a piano. All of these are the
stereotypic material appurtenances of a state-directed campaign to produce ‘culturedness’
(kulturnost) in everyday life, producing here what might be called a ‘cultured’ interior,
particularly curtains with tassels and lampshades with polkadots (reference). Under the
ideology of ‘culturedness’ (kulturnost):

The objects that surrounded people, their material environment, became
instrumental in changing their habits and attitudes. The constant presence of
certain objects was supposed to instill kul’turnost’. Among the items of everyday
equipment associated with the norms of civilized life, three became fetishized....:
curtains, lampshades and tablecloths…. Curtains became the universal symbol of
kul’turnost’, serving as a device that symbolically constituted one’s home, one’s
cultured dwelling. The ‘curtain effect’, then, consisted in the creation, both real
and symbolic, of a private space through the limitation of its observability.....A
lampshade has the combined function of regulating the tonality of lighting and the
aesthetics of the interior....Delimiting and condensing living space, soft lighting
helped to make one’s dwelling more comfortable, private and selfcontained.....The table cloth figured as a symbol of kul’turnost’, and also tied
together diet, hygeine, and manners. (Kelly and Volkov 1998: 298-9)
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The goal of the ideology of kulturnost here was explicitly pedagogical, a ‘civilizing
mission’ in the sphere of consumption. Kulturnost, working both at the moral and
material level, often in tandem, sought to qualitatively transform consumption, by
providing not only what was conventionally understood as ‘high culture’ (including both
literary classics and ‘classicized’ versions of national culture, so, here, we find the
opposition between the piano [classical music] and the boy in national costume dancing a
national dance [national, ethnographic]), but also the material appurtenances of what was
understood as ‘bourgeois’ material consumption (here, for example, decorated curtains,
lampshades, pianos, flowers in vases). The concept of ‘culturedness’ thus expanded on
the traditional, almost ascetic, intelligentsia notion of ‘culture’ (kultura): ‘One of the
great advantages of the concept of kul’turnost...was that it offered a way of legitimizing
what had once been thought of as ‘bourgeois’ concerns about possessions and status: one
treated them as an aspect of kul’tura’ (Kelly and Volkov 1998: 298). Culturedness, then,
as an ideology (whose public aspect is discussed in detail in the next chapter), arose as a
program of ‘directed desires’, whose expression included traditional ‘culture’ as well as
material artifacts, cultured consumption. Culturedness, in effect, was a campaign to
provide for the masses the means of consumption that typified Western Bourgeoisie or
pre-revolutionary aristocracy.
The supra, then, could be rehabilitated as a ‘positive hero’ with respect to socialist
ideology. There is no question, for example, that the late socialist period was a period of
relatively material abundance, at least in Georgia, and therefore, this period was the
‘golden age’ of the supra. Probably at no other time in Georgia’s history had so many
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supras been thrown, by so many, with such an abundance of food and drink.

This is

how the period is remembered, and there seems to be no especial reason to assume that
mere nostalgia is at work here. Here socialism could claim that the technocratic socialist
productive ‘base’ was truly democratizing the ‘superstructure’ of the national form of
consumption, the supra.
Not merely a quantitative transformation at the material level of comestibles,
where the socialist state stood in an external relation to the supra as technical base to
cultural superstructure, the supra was also transformed from within, qualitatively. Much
of the material apparatus of ‘culturedness’ (table clothes, lampshades, curtains, pianos,
decorative china and silverware), as well as ‘culture’ in its more rarified sense (national
traditions, classical and traditional national dance, song, music, poetry, and, of course, the
form and content of supra toasts themselves), all became typical aspects of the ‘cultured’
supra. The supra, in this sense, could become a prototypical display of ‘cultured’
consumption, both on the moral plane (toasting rife with references to classical authors,
poetry, singing, dancing) as well as the material plane. Ultimately, the socialist state, in
its search for positive customs out of which to fashion the internationalist culture of homo
sovieticus, came to smile on the supra, elements of the supra tradition, the tamada, saying
toasts, were propagated throughout the Soviet Uninion (Nizharadaze 2000: 26). In fact,
the ethnographers who criticized ‘exaggerated displays of hospitality’, the quantitative
displays of food and drink, ‘different’ drinking vessels, and so forth, are essentially
adopting a classical Stalinist line in favor of a ‘cultured’ form of the supra, a supra
characterized by a balance of material and moral, traditional Georgian and Soviet, forms
of culturedness, an avoidance of immoderation. The vision of a ‘traditional supra’
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defended by these ethnographers, far from departing from the line about the supra found
in the pages of the state humor magazine Niangi, is essentially a defense of the Stalinist
‘cultured’ supra, basically a version of the dinner party thrown by Nick and Nora Charles,
only with more toasting and no martinis, against what may very well be an authentic
‘traditional’ Georgian feast!
The fact remains that this conflict, over different understandings of which
dimension the supra was to emphasize, quantity or quality, remained a debate throughout
my fieldwork. Wakes in particular have often been the target of self-criticism, the
excessive expenditure and consumption in food and drink entailed on the bereaved family
for guests in the hundred, represent for some the opposite of culturedness, which is in this
case ‘barbarosoba’ (‘barbarity’). So opined a woman friend of mine when we was about
to attend a wake for a departed friend; her general point being that the wake is a
particular form of barbarity, but supras in general were also uncivilized. But those that
do not reject the supra in general still make distinctions between ‘cultured supras’ and
‘drunken orgies’ (ghreoba). Another friend of mine opined that, being a wake (kelechi),
it would be ‘cultured’ supra. A ‘cultured supra’ (kulturuli supra) was in the first
instance defined by quantitative restraint, restraint on drinking in particular, the minimum
number of toasts being drunk, people get up and leave on a timely basis, so that it ‘does
not become a drunken orgy’ (ghreoba). While the practice of a ‘cultured supra’ is
generally an index of the quality of the persons involved (‘cultured people’), as he
cannily noted, a ‘cultured supra’ (kulturuli supra) could emerge as a result of a
quantitative absence of resources, in effect enforced by the simple material inability to
bring the supra to the level of ‘ghreoba’.
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The socialist supra and its demise. With the general acceptance of oppositions
like that between a ‘cultured’ supra and ‘ghreoba’, the socialist state program of directed
desires begins to colonize the supra from within, altering its form. The state no longer
presents itself in external relation to the supra, in complete opposition, now the supra
itself becomes a socialist form, an enactment of kulturnost, ‘directed desires’, an object
susceptible of internal critique, in its own terms, and not as an object external to socialist
culture. Noticeably, images of the supra up to the 1960’s or so usually engage the supra
as a relational image that articulates the world of qopa to the state along one of their
disputed boundaries, for example, production versus consumption, public versus private
identities. In the recent period of socialism, but beginning with the campaign for
‘culturedness’ in the late 1930s (the cartoon above comes from 1941), however,
increasingly one sees cartoons begin to explore aspects of the supra ritual itself
absolutely, as part of the commencement of a socialist critique of culture, of everyday
life, from within. I have already used many cartoons from Niangi from this period to
illustrate various ethnographic points, and I think the point is well illustrated. The
contemporary critique of the supra owes a great deal to its image constructed in the
Socialist period, and one notes a good deal of this criticism is addressed to the internal
form of the supra, in relation to an idealized image of the ‘cultured supra’. The
contemporary form of the supra, even the debates on excessive drinking and
immoderation, is through and through part of the socialist patrimony of culturedness,
starting with the fact that the supra (the table cloth) is laid on a table with western style
seats, and no longer rests on the ground (compare the traditional feast in figure 2, which
looks like it may well have been a ‘ghreoba’, to the Stalinist feast in figure 17, for
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example). Though Georgians may view it as a timeless tradition that stands unchanging
and opposed to the socialist state, a compensatory locus or indigenous form of cultural
resistance to an undesirable colonial modernity, the form of that resistance is thoroughly
indebted to socialist modernity, qualitatively, and quantitatively. Truly, national in form,
socialist in content.

Figure 18

--Where are you going, boys?
-- So that the Aliens do not say that Georgians are an inhospitable
people! (Niangi 1990 2)

But if the moral ‘cultured supra’ is a socialist patrimony, so was the ghreoba, the
materialistic supra characterized by quantitative excess of food and drink. What is
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missing from the post-socialist supra is this quantitative dimension: people are much
poorer now, ‘three and four story’ supras have become much rarer. In the post-socialist
period of grinding poverty and despair, it has become clear that the socialist period was
also the golden age of Georgian hospitality and the supra. ‘People are saying now, don’t
you know, that apparently we had actually been living in Communism’, someone told me
recently, and we should remember that ‘Communism’ meant the bright utopian future,
always nearing, never arriving, while socialism meaning the current less utopian stage of
development. Far from reforming the supra being the primary concern, people
increasingly wonder whether they could throw a supra at all, even if they wanted to.
Georgians have moved from a period of conspicuous consumption, under socialism, to a
period, under post-socialism, of consumption, conspicuous in its absence. As if to
underline this point, images of the supra disappear from the pages of Niangi in the postsocialist period. I have found only one, and that from the very tail end of socialism
(1990). This final cartoon underlines precisely these Georgian anxieties over the
imminent end of the Georgian tradition of hospitality. Georgians are depicted carrying
foods typical of the supra into an alien space craft to demonstrate the point that they wish
to show, even in these dark times, that they do not lack hospitality.
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